Test Procedure For Fuel Gauges Used By Catalina Yachts
There are four components in the fuel gauge system on Catalina Yachts and therefore four possible
sources of fuel gauge problems:
1) The fuel gauge in the engine control panel may be defective.
Test procedure: Disconnect the pink sender wire from “S” (sender) terminal on gauge. Turn on the ignition
switch. Pointer must deflect to extreme left. By temporarily shorting together the “S” and the “G” (ground)
studs, pointer must deflect to the extreme right. Re-connect the pink sender wire to the gauge after the
test.
2) The pink sender wire may be disconnected from the sending unit at the tank or shorted to
ground.
Test procedure: Disconnect pink sender wire from terminal on sending unit in Tank. Attach pink wire to
a known ground, such as engine block or battery negative. Do not assume that fuel tank is grounded.
Turn on ignition switch. Pointer must deflect to extreme right, as in previous test. Disconnect pink wire from
ground. If pointer still deflects to extreme right, pink wire is grounded at some point between the sender
and gauge. Check all connection points on pink wire or replace the entire wire.
3) The black ground wire may be disconnected from the sending unit at the tank or not grounded at
the other end.
Test procedure: If the gauge tests “good” and pink wire tests “good” attach pink wire to the black ground
wire on the sending unit at the tank. If pointer does not deflect to right (as in test above) the black wire is
not grounded. Follow the black wire from the sending unit in the tank and make sure it eventually connects
to ground.
4) The sending unit in the tank may be defective or the wrong unit may have been installed.
Test procedure: If the gauge tests “good”, the pink wire test “good”, and the black ground wire tests
“good” the sending unit in the tank is defective or the wrong unit may have been installed. The specifications of the correct sending unit are: Stewart Warner, 240 ohms resistance (when empty) to 33 ohms
(when full). For reference only, European fuel tank senders have a resistance 0 ohms (when empty) and
180 ohms (when full). The European standard senders will not work with the instruments we offer.
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